Wireless covert channel is an emerging covert communication technique which conceals the very existence of secret information in wireless signal including GSM, CDMA, and LTE. The secret message bits are always modulated into artificial noise superposed with cover signal, which is then demodulated with the shared codebook at the receiver. In this paper, we first extend the traditional KS test and regularity test in covert timing channel detection into wireless covert channel, which can be used to reveal the very existence of secret data in wireless covert channel from the aspect of multiorder statistics. In order to improve the undetectability, a wireless covert channel for OFDM-based communication system based on constellation shaping modulation is proposed, which generates additional constellation points around the standard points in normal constellations. The carrier signal is then modulated with the dirty constellation and the secret message bits are represented by the selection mode of the additional constellation points; shaping modulation is employed to keep the distribution of constellation errors unchanged. Experimental results show that the proposed wireless covert channel scheme can resist various statistical detections. The communication reliability under typical interference is also proved.
Introduction
Covert channel is a specific application of data hiding with the requirement that the hidden secret data is undetectable. It is always classified by the employed carrier; the most popular type of covert channels is network covert channels, which is based on network traffic; information is embedded by manipulating the packet timing information [1] [2] [3] [4] or pudding some bits into the packet headers [5] . As the youngest branch of covert channels, wireless covert channel conceals the very existence of secret information by modulating it into the delivered wireless signal [6] or modifying some redundant fields of wireless communication protocols [7] . Wireless covert channels have received increasing attentions because the ubiquitous nature of wireless devices and their localized transmission make it difficult to detect their presence.
Several kinds of wireless covert channels have been proposed [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In [7, 13] , the secret data is embedded in the redundant fields of wireless communication protocols such as padding of frames, headers of the MAC, RLC, and PDCP. In [8] , the subcarriers in OFDM-based system which are reserved for channel spacing or synchronization of sender and receiver and to mitigate poor channel response are used to transmit the secret data. The covert transmission in the unused subcarriers has little effect on the normal information transmission. In [12] , several wireless covert channels are introduced with the secret data embedded in the phase of short training field, the frequency of long training field, and cyclic prefix in WiFi system. In [14, 15] , the secret data are transmitted by covert relay on top of the cover data in wireless relay networks. In [16] , the wireless covert channels are presented based on the coordinated operations in the control channel and data channel of MIMO system. These kinds of wireless covert channels are effective but applicable to the specific wireless communication system.
In OFDM-based wireless communication, the deviations of the received signal from the ideal signal which can be called constellation errors are found to widely exist due to channel impairments and hardware impairments. So the secret data can be modulated into signal similar to constellation errors to resist the detection. In [9] , the artificial noise signal generated by secret data is added to the cover signal directly. In this scheme, the spread spectrum technique is applied in the artificial noise signal so that the artificial noise signal has little influence on the transmission of cover signal. The informed receiver can extract the secret data by removing the cover signal. This covert channel is generalized to the MIMO system later [11] . However, those covert channels are easily interfered by wireless channel noise.
Recently, a wireless covert channel based on dirty constellation is proposed which modulates the secret information bits into constellation errors around the normal constellation points [6] . The additional constellation points are added into the original constellation which will be used for modulating instead of the original points. The secret information bits are represented by the selection of these additional constellation points; for example, four additional constellation points can be used to represent two secret message bits. The generation mode of these additional constellation points can be controlled by a shared secret key. However, when the detector is near the sender, the regularity of dirty constellation may result in the poor resistance to some statistical detection [17] .
In this paper, the wireless covert channel with constellation shaping modulation is proposed. The model of constellation error is used for the design of dirty constellation. For each subcarrier of OFDM, the distribution of the inphase and quadrature ( / ) vectors of the constellation error is calculated with the constellation at the normal receiver; the secret information is modulated into artificial noise that distributes as the real channel noise. Compared with the existing dirty constellation scheme, the undetectability and reliability can both be improved. In addition, the mapping sequence is unnecessary to be synchronized in the proposed scheme. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some background and related works including wireless covert channel with dirty constellation are introduced. In Section 3, some typical detection schemes in the field of covert timing channels are developed into wireless covert channels. In Section 4, we describe the proposed wireless covert channel scheme based on constellation shaping modulation. Section 5 gives the experimental results on undetectability and reliability. Finally, Section 6 concludes the whole paper.
Wireless Covert Channel with Dirty Constellation
In the wireless covert channels with dirty constellation (WCC-DC), the secret message bits can be transmitted as the constellation error of the normal cover signal in order to reduce the suspicion by all uninformed observers. The wireless covert channel relies on that the cover message bits are transmitted at a low rate (BPSK or QPSK) with supplemental redundancy that can be utilized as an additional QPSK signal by an informed receiver.
With the example of QPSK, the process at the sender in the wireless covert channel with dirty constellation is demonstrated in Figure 1 . First, the mapping sequence bits are checked after the cover message bits are modulated by QPSK constellation. The mapping sequence bits are used to select the appropriate mapping for covert and noncovert subcarriers. For example, the mapping sequence bit can be set to "1" if corresponding cover signal of the subcarrier is chosen to embed the secret message bits by dirty constellation, and the mapping sequence bit is set to "0" if corresponding cover signal of the subcarrier is just random distorted to mimic the influence of various interferences. The embedding rate of the wireless covert channels depends on the proportion of the mapping sequence length for the number of "1." The mapping sequence bits must be shared between the sender and informed receiver. Then the covert signal and noncovert signal are blended for transmission. With some communication processes such as IFFT, adding cyclic prefix and so on, the covert signal is transmitted as radio signal. At the informed receiver, the covert signal is picked out by the mapping sequence bits and the secret message bits are extracted by the corresponding demodulation of dirty constellation. Even when an adversary has access to the / vectors of the covert signal, they will interpret the point cloud as a noisy version of a valid QPSK constellation and would not suspect the presence of a covert channel.
The dirty constellation based on QPSK is shown in Figure 2 (a). In this paper, normal constellation point denotes the ideal constellation point of cover message bits, covert constellation point denotes the corresponding constellation point of the secret message bits around normal constellation points, and the cover signal denotes the corresponding signal of the ideal constellation point of cover message bits. The covert signal denotes the signal of secret constellation point which contains both cover and secret message bits. vector and vector denote the components in -plane and -plane of the constellation.
To generate the covert signal, the covert constellation points are located around the ideal QPSK constellation points of the cover signal. To modulate a covert subcarrier carrying the cover and covert bits together, the cover constellation point is first chosen, specifying the quadrant, followed by remapping that point to one of the four covert QPSK points around the chosen cover QPSK point. Then the dirty Security and Communication Networks constellation is further improved to reduce the probability of detection by adversaries. The covert points are put closer to the ideal QPSK point and remapped symmetrically around the QPSK points with a mutual separation of 2/ √ 42, which is a distance equal to that of a 64 QAM constellation. The / vectors of the covert constellation points are randomized with a Gaussian distribution but limit their dispersion to a radius of √2/42. The limitation of dispersion ensures that the covert constellation points are hidden in the cloud of a dispersed (noisy) QPSK point cloud. To have the covert symbols blend with the cloud of the random distorted QPSK points, the covert constellation points are rotated round the corresponding ideal QPSK point for every subcarrier that is mapped to a covert constellation as shown in Figure 2 (b). The rotation is performed using a monotonically increasing angle ; the sender and receiver both start with = 0 ∘ at the start of the packet and increment for each covert subcarrier.
Even if the dirty constellation is improved, there is always a finite probability that the covert constellations are visible with all subcarriers transmitting covert signal. So only a part of subcarriers are chosen to transmit the covert signal. In order to avoid sudden changes in the modulation characteristics, the cover signal transmitted by noncovert subcarriers should always be distorted to mimic the influence of practical channels.
Countermeasures for Wireless Covert Channel Detection
As a covert communication technique aiming to deliver secret data via public wireless channel, the wireless covert channels should be secure against various detections. In other words, the covert transmissions in wireless channels have to be indistinguishable from normal transmissions. However, to the best of our knowledge, there still exist no specialized works concerning the detection of wireless covert channels. In the field of signal analysis, the frequency spectrum is always used to measure the difference between two signals. In [6] , error vector magnitude (EVM) of constellations, peak to average power ratio (PAPR), and temporal variation of average signal power are used to measure the signal distortion in wireless covert communication. In fact, statisticbased detection should also be developed like covert timing channels [18] [19] [20] . In this paper, we propose KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) test [18] and regularity test [19] in wireless covert channel, which can be used to measure the difference between cover and covert signal from the aspect of frequency and regularity characteristic. The KS test is a shape test and the regularity test is a high order statistic-based test.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test in Wireless Covert Channel.
In an OFDM system, we select the / vectors and magnitudes in constellation of all the subcarriers as the detection objects, which can be captured by vector-signal analyzers or software defined radios. Denote s and s as the normal wireless signal and target wireless signal, respectively. The / vectors and magnitudes corresponding to s are denoted by a = ( 1 , . . . , ), a = ( 1 , . . . , ), and a = ( 1 , . . . , ), respectively. And the / vectors and magnitudes corresponding to s are denoted by b = ( 1 , . . . , ), b = ( 1 , . . . , ), and b = ( 1 , . . . , ), respectively.
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The KS test statistic measures the maximum distance between distribution of a and b with ∈ { , , } to determine whether or not the distribution of b differs from that of a . The histogram of the elements of a and b is made into bins which are denoted by 1 , . . . , . The number of the elements of a and b in is denoted by ( ) and ( ) with ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, respectively. The cumulative distribution functions of a and b in are defined by
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between a and b is defined as
Regularity Test in Wireless Covert
Channel. For the regularity test in wireless covert channel, a and b with ∈ { , , } are divided into / sets (a sub-1 , . . . , a sub-/ ) and (b sub-1 , . . . , b sub-/ ), respectively. Each set contains elements, respectively, which are denoted by (a sub-1 , . . . , a sub-/ ) and (b sub-1 , . . . , b sub-/ ) where a sub-= ( ( −1)⋅ +1 , . . . , ⋅ ) and b sub-= ( ( −1)⋅ +1 , . . . , ⋅ ). Then, for each set in a , the standard deviation of the set a sub-is computed as
The regularity of a is the standard deviation of the pairwise differences between each and for all sets with < .
The regularity of b which is denoted by regularity can be obtained with (4) . The regularity test in wireless covert channel determines whether or not the regularity of a and b is different. If the |regularity − regularity | > Δ, the target signal s is determined to be the covert one.
Adversary Model.
The KS test and regularity test in wireless covert channels require the samples for reference which can be captured from the normal constellation errors of the received signal. In practice, the transmitted signal in OFDM-based wireless communication is easily interfered by channel fading and noise. It is very hard to model the characteristics of the constellation errors of the received signal as it varies greatly with the power of the noise changing. Thus the referred normal constellation errors of the received signal on different channel conditions are required for the practical detection of the wireless covert channels. In this paper, we assume that the detector has the knowledge of the wireless covert channel schemes and has access to normal constellation errors of the received signal on different channel conditions. When the detector captures the signal, he can get the appropriate referenced signal for detection. In [6] , it is assumed that the informed receiver and the detector are located at the same place. However, the wireless channel conditions of the informed receiver and the detector are always different in real world. The detector may set more than one signal analyzer in some area. Due to the broadcast nature of the radio signal' transmission, one of the detector's signal analyzers may receive the radio signal with less interference and higher transmission SNR than the informed receiver which is illustrated in Figure 3 . The undetectability of a wireless covert channel should be benchmarked under noisy channel with a range of noise SNRs. If the wireless covert channel can achieve well performance on detection under noisy channel with higher SNR, it can be proved undetectable and vice versa.
Wireless Covert Channel with Constellation Shaping Modulation
In this section, we propose a wireless covert channel with constellation shaping modulation (WCC-CSM). Its general framework for OFDM-based wireless communication system is demonstrated in Figure 4 . In this paper, we assume that the common QPSK is the modulation scheme for each subcarrier of the OFDM-based wireless communication. All subcarrier can be used to establish wireless covert channel in the proposed scheme. The secret message bits are modulated into artificial noise signal by constellation shaping modulation. In every subcarrier, the artificial noise signal is added to the cover signal to generate the covert signal. The detailed description of the framework is given as follows.
In the framework, the cover data bits m are first modulated into the cover signal s by QPSK. With the distribution of the referred normal constellation errors s normal , the secret message bits m are modulated into the artificial noise s Security and Communication Networks with constellation shaping modulation. The covert signal s ct is generated by adding artificial noise signal s to the cover signal s . The covert signal s ct is translated into radio signal by a series of wireless communication processes, for example, IFFT and adding cyclic prefix, which are omitted in the framework. The receiver captures the covert signalŝ ct , which is the noisy version of the covert signal s ct under the channel of various interferences. Then the received cover message bitsm are demodulated by QPSK, and the residual signal s residual are extracted by removing the reconstructed cover signalŝ fromŝ ct . At last, the secret message bitsm can be demodulated from s residual . As shown in Figure 4 , the proposed framework consists of constellation shaping modulation, the model-based demodulation. These are described in detail in the following subsections.
Constellation Shaping Modulation.
The constellation shaping modulation is employed to generate the artificial noise signal s with secret message bits m embedded. The normal constellation errors s normal are first divided into a certain amount of bins to capture the information about the distribution. Since the vectors and vectors in constellation are orthogonal, the parameters of the distribution of s normal can be obtained in different planes, respectively. Then, with the parameters of the distribution in each plane, the secret message bits m can be modulated into the / vectors of artificial noise signal s . The distribution of the / vectors of s is kept the same as that of normal constellation errors s normal .
The secret message bits are denoted by m = ( 1 , . . . , ). The / vectors of artificial noise signal s are denoted by x + ⋅ x . Here x , x are the / vectors of the artificial noise signal at the sender satisfying x = ( 1 , . . . , ), x = ( 1 , . . . , ). The constellation shaping modulation function is defined as
The / vectors of the normal constellation errors captured from the actual communication are input to constellation shaping modulation for binning, which are denoted by x normal + ⋅ x normal when x normal = ( normal,1 , . . . , normal, ), x normal = ( normal,1 , . . . , normal, ). Take plane, for example, the histograms of x normal are divided by bins [ ,1 , ,1 ] , . . . , [ , , , ], where , and , are the low bound and up bound of the th bins and the bounds satisfying , = , −1 . The number of x normal in [ , , , ] is denoted by normal ( ). In this paper, the bins are divided with equiprobable area; it can be written as
The example of histogram of x normal with equal bins under Gaussian noise is illustrated in Figure 5 . While the bins have different widths, the total area of each bin is equal.
It is assumed that there are two secret message bits embedded in one artificial noise signal in a subcarrier, so the element in m can be further written as = ( ,1 , ,2 ) ∈ {00, 01, 11, 10}, = 1, . . . , . The bit ,1 can be embedded in corresponding vector , and the bit ,2 can be embedded in corresponding vector . the center line in plane is obtained as the boundary , /2 or , /2+1 . The corresponding center value of each bin are obtained as c = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) satisfying
The bit ,1 can be modulated into the corresponding vector according to the below equation.
Here, is a random number with uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Equation (9) keeps that the distribution of the regenerated vectors is the same as that of the normal constellation errors in the histogram with bins meanings. The center lines of histogram of x normal should be shared with the informed receiver. The modulation in plane works in the same way. As shown in Figure 6 , the / vectors of artificial noise signal are the complex modulation vectors with the similar distribution to that of normal constellation errors in plain sight.
Model-Based Demodulation.
The model-based demodulation is used to extract the residual signal and demodulate the secret message bits. The / vectors of received covert signalŝ ct are denoted byx ct + ⋅x ct ; the received cover message bits denoted bym can be demodulated by QPSK with de-QPSK (x ct + ⋅x ct ) =m .
Then the cover message bitsm are remodulated by QPSK to acquire the ideal / vectors of received cover signalŝ in each subcarrier.
QPSK (m ) =x + ⋅x . Herex ,x ∈ {−1/ √ 2, 1/ √ 2, } are the ideal normalized / vectors of the received cover signal by QPSK modulation.
The informed receiver can extract the / vectors of residual signal s residual with
Then the secret message bits can be extracted from the / vectors x residual + ⋅x residual of residual signal by the corresponding demodulation algorithm.
de-shaping (x residual + ⋅x residual ) =m .
Taking plane, for example, with the vector residual, of residual signal and the corresponding center line value shared between the sender and the receiver, the secret message bits can be demodulated with (14) . The demodulation in plane works in the same way.
Since the / vectors of residual signal have the similar distribution to that of normal constellation errors in our proposed scheme directly, the undetectability of the proposed wireless covert channel is better than that of the wireless covert channels with dirty constellation which can be considered as the state-of-the-art existing method. At the same time, the constellation errors in each subcarrier can be used to transmit the secret data; the mapping sequence in the wireless covert channel with dirty constellation [6] is not necessary. No extra bandwidth is required for transmitting the shared mapping sequence.
Experimental Results

Experimental Setup.
In this section, we benchmark the proposed scheme by examining the undetectability and Security and Communication Networks 7 reliability. The cover message bits and the secret message bits are both provided by a pseudo-random bits generator. The wireless communication is set on an 802.11a/g PHY layer. The wireless covert channel is performed on all 100000 symbols. There are 48 subcarriers in a symbol in transmissions. TGn channel models are selected for the wireless channel models in simulation experiment [21] . The TGn channel models B and D chosen for the simulation experiment on 802.11a/g PHY layer are universal. The sender and informed receiver are kept stationary. So the Doppler shift of the wireless communication is negligible. The normal constellation errors with the size = 2000 can be selected from the residual signal with the specific relative power captured from the actual communication. So the rest of the residual signal is used to be referenced normal constellation errors for detection. In the IEEE 802.11a/g standard [22] , the modulation error at the sender for a QPSK modulation is mandated to be no more than 10 dB or 13 dB from an ideal modulation with different code rates. The relative powers of chosen normal constellation error are set to −10 dB and −13 dB. The wireless covert channel with dirty constellation (WCC-DC) is chosen for comparison in some simulation experiments. This covert channel with only 10% subcarriers carrying the secret message bits has been proved safe enough in [6] . The undetectability of the proposed wireless covert channels is measured by KS test and regularity test. In KS test, the KS distance is computed with 1920 constellation errors in subcarriers which are the constellation errors in 20 symbols. In regularity test, we compute the regularity measures for 1920 constellation errors under set size = 48. The detection measures of the vectors, vectors, and magnitudes of constellation errors are presented in the range of transmission SNR = 10, . . . , 40. The reliability of the proposed wireless covert channels is measured by BER.
Undetectability.
The relationship of undetectability and the number of the bins in the proposed scheme is considered. The wireless channel models in experiments are all set to be TGn channel model B. The relative power of normal constellation errors is set to be = −10 dB. The KS distances and regularity measures of vectors, vectors, and magnitudes of constellation errors in the proposed wireless covert channels are presented in vectors of constellation errors in the proposed wireless covert channels with different bin numbers remain almost unchanged, and the KS distances between vectors and vectors in WCC-DC slightly increase. In Figure 7 (c), with the transmission SNR increasing, the KS distances between magnitudes of constellation errors in all the proposed wireless covert channels are kept steady, but the KS distances between magnitudes in WCC-DC obviously increase. increase. In Figures 8(a)  and 8(b) , the regularity measures of vectors and vectors of constellation errors in WCC-DC and proposed methods are only a little different from those of referenced normal constellation errors. In Figure 8(c) , the regularity measures of magnitudes of constellation errors in all the proposed wireless covert channels are only a little different from those of referenced normal constellation errors, but the regularity measures of magnitudes in WCC-DC are a little higher than those of referenced normal constellation errors.
It is shown that the undetectability is not concerned with the bin numbers in proposed wireless covert channels. The undetectability of the proposed wireless covert channel is better than that of existing methods, especially with high transmission SNR.
Then, we concentrate on the relationship of undetectability and the wireless channel models. The bin number in the proposed wireless covert channels is set to be = 100. It is shown that the undetectability of the proposed wireless covert channel is not related to wireless channel models. And the undetectability of the proposed wireless covert channel is better than that of existing methods in different channel models.
At last, relationship of the undetectability and the relative power of normal constellation errors is discussed. The bin number in the proposed wireless covert channels is set to be = 100. The detection measures of vectors, vectors, and magnitudes of constellation errors in the proposed wireless covert channels are presented in Figures 11 and 12 with the relative power of normal constellation errors = −10 dB and = −13 dB in TGn channel models B and D. Each detection measure is obtained as an average over repeated experiments. With the transmission SNR increasing, the KS distances between vectors, vectors, and magnitudes of constellation errors in the proposed wireless covert channels are almost steady with different relative power of normal constellation errors and channel models, and the regularity measures of vectors, vectors, and magnitudes in the proposed wireless covert channels are little different from those of referenced normal constellation errors.
It is shown that the undetectability in the proposed wireless covert channels is kept almost unchanged with different relative power of normal constellation errors.
Reliability.
The relationship of reliability and the number of the bins in the proposed scheme is considered. The wireless channel model in experiments is set to be TGn channel model B. The relative power of normal constellation errors is set to be = −10 dB. The BERs of the proposed wireless covert channels are presented in Figure 15 with = 50, 100, 200. The BER of WCC-DC is also presented for comparison. Each bit error rate is obtained as an average over repeated experiments. In Figure 13 , the bit error rates of the proposed wireless covert channels are almost equal with different bin numbers. The bit error rates of WCC-DC are lower than those of all the proposed wireless covert channels. The degradation of reliability is considered as the cost for the improvement in undetectability. Given that the covert transmission rate of the proposed wireless covert channels is ten times as large as that in WCC-DC, the experimental results of reliability with the same covert transmission rate are presented later.
Then, we concentrate on the relationship of the reliability and the wireless channel models. The bin number in the proposed wireless covert channels is set to be = 100. The relative power of normal constellation errors is set to be = −10 dB. The BERs of the proposed wireless covert channels is presented in Figure 14 in TGn channel models B and D. The BER of WCC-DC is also presented for comparison. Each bit error rate is obtained as an average over repeated experiments. The bit error rates of two kinds of the wireless covert channels in TGn model B are all lower than those in TGn model D. The bit error rates of WCC-DC are lower than those of the proposed wireless covert channels in each channel model. So the reliability of the proposed wireless covert channel is better in the channel with less fading.
The relationship of the reliability and the relative power of normal constellation errors is discussed. The bin number in the proposed wireless covert channels is set to be = 100. The BERs of the proposed wireless covert channels are presented in Figure 16 with the relative power of normal constellation errors = −10 dB and = −13 dB in TGn channel models B and D. Each bit error rate is obtained as an average over repeated experiments. In Figure 15 , the bit error rates of the proposed wireless covert channels in TGn model B are lower than that in TGn model D with the equal relative power of normal constellation errors. The bit error rates of the proposed wireless covert channels with bigger relative power of normal constellation errors are lower than those with less relative power of normal constellation errors in each channel model. The reliability of the proposed wireless covert channels gets better with relative power of normal constellation errors increasing.
At last, the experiment of reliability of the two kinds of wireless covert channels with the same covert transmission rate is performed in Figure 16 . The bin number in the proposed wireless covert channels is set to be = 100. The wireless channel model in experiment is set to be TGn channel model B. The relative power of normal constellation errors is set to be = −10 dB. The direct sequence spread spectrum codes are applied in the secret message bits in the proposed wireless covert channels with = 10. The BER of WCC-DC is presented for comparison. Each bit error rate is obtained as an average over repeated experiments. The bit error rates of the proposed wireless covert channels with the direct sequence spread spectrum codes are lower than those of WCC-DC.
It is proved that the proposed wireless covert channels are more reliable than WCC-DC with the same covert transmission rate. 
Conclusions
Undetectability and reliability are the main aims of wireless covert channel. In this paper, we extend the detection of covert timing channel to the wireless covert channel. To improve undetectability, the wireless covert channel is proposed based on constellation shaping modulation; the constellation errors with the secret message bits embedded are distributed as normal constellation errors. The security against the detection and the reliability of the proposed wireless covert channel are improved with the same covert transmission rate.
Even if the proposed scheme can achieve high undetectability, the reliability of the proposed wireless channel needs to be strengthened. In the same framework, the bins near center line in / plane are kept unused for guard band to improve the reliability and keep the undetectability of our future work. 
